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JOSIE THE LABRADOR

BOSTON, MA

established on Martha’s Vineyard 1971



Share your #lifeofftheleash moments with us 
@theblackdogmv on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram

To shop online, find a complete list of all our Black Dog locations, review our 
return policy, size charts, and more please visit us at www.theblackdog.com or call our Customer 

Service team at 1-800-626-1991

Out of one sailing Captain’s love for the sea, 
His island home, and of course his dog, 

The Black Dog brand was born.  
Learn more about the Legend of The Black Dog at theblackdog.com

Copyright 2020. The Black Dog. All rights reserved.
Original Black Dog drawing by Stephanie Phelan, 1976.

We reserve the right to correct printing errors.

ABOUT OUR COVER DOG:  Josie is a Labrador Retriever from Boston, MA.  
“Josie loves Nantucket and exploring! She particularly loves getting into ANY 
open car and always wants to drive :) This photo was taken after exploring 
Tupancy Links on Nantucket!”

Life off the Leash Entry
Bacon

Lab/Red Heeler from Burlington, Iowa.  
“Bacon is 6 years old. He loves going for 

truck rides, boat rides, basically any rides. 
He eats everything and he does in fact 

love bacon” 



If you have ever been to the Vineyard during the Winter months, you know first-hand know how quiet our 

island becomes. As part of the natural ebb and flow of the seasons, souvenir shops close their doors, boats 

are pulled from their moorings, and summer homes are boarded up. As I drink my coffee at the Tavern, locals 

may stop by to catch up and do so without the urgency to get from one place to the next. Just when you 

start to get used to the sleepiness, there comes a bustle of activity in the Spring as we all prep for the 

excitement of the season ahead.  We were fortunate in that this past Winter was a mild one, and we had 

anticipated an early arrival of island visitors.  But as our country weathers a storm of a different nature, 

traveling and visiting has taken a necessary backseat to keep our family and friends safe and healthy.

If you ask me for stories from my years of sailing, I’d be happy to tell you about my boats. Then I’d tell you 

of my favorite harbors, perfect evenings, and about summers spent teaching sailing lessons aboard the 

Shenandoah. I’d tell you stories of the people I’ve met, and of course, I’d talk to you about my family and 

my dogs.  But there are also tales of bad weather and choppy seas, and despite even my best planning, 

sometimes there were difficult waters to navigate. But with the help of my crew and maybe some good 

luck at my side, I always made it back into port safely. The one thing that I can say for certain is that we will 

weather this storm together and make it back into port safely once again.

I welcome the day sometime soon when our Tavern once again becomes a meeting place for friends to 

gather and catch up with one another, celebrating milestones, or simply enjoying each other’s company. I look 

forward to opening the doors of our General Stores where visitors may find just the right thing to take home 

that will fondly remind them of their visit. And I hope that everyone remembers to take the time to check 

in with each other, order the dessert, go for that long walk, take a long way home, throw the ball to the 

dog one more time. It’s weathering times like these that remind us how very special these life off the leash 

moments are.

unleash.  roam free.  live every moment.

Life off the Leash

Capt. Bob and Family
Founder of The Black Dog Tavern Co., 1971

Spring/Summer 2020

Copyright 2020. The Black Dog. All rights reserved.
Original Black Dog drawing by Stephanie Phelan, 1976.

We reserve the right to correct printing errors.
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 MENS VINTAGE CREW SWEATSHIRT   Our favorite weight sweatshirt for everyday layering. Softly 
weathered colors and vintage graphics add to this pullover’s appeal. Full print on front, patch at hem. 
Classic Fit.  Imported. (M1020) S-XXL. Faded Black with pub logo (shown), Sea Blue with nautical graphic.  
$58.  MENS ANTHEM GARMENT DYED SHORT  Classic flat front chino short in a cool, broken-in gar-
ment washed finish.  28-40.  (M963)  Khaki.  $49

Destined to be a classic, our new collection of sweatshirts & tees are washed to a color and 
softness that will remind you of a well-worn favorite the very first time you put it on.

vintage collection
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LADIES VINTAGE PULLOVER HOODIE   
The perfect layer to slip on for early morning 
dog walks, after Yoga class, or just cozying up on 
the sofa.  Supersoft medium weight hoodie with 
shirttail hem and figure-friendly seam details. 
Novelty print on front, patch at hem. Classic Fit. 
Imported. (L1031) XS-XL. Barely Blue with 
nautical graphic (shown), Black Heather with 
ombre dog graphic.  $58.

BANDANNA  Dress up your totes, hair, or 
pups with these stylish bandannas.  (X1293) 
1. Tossed Dog icon print. Beach Rose (shown), 
Tide Green.  2. Tossed Dogs & Anchor print. 
Red, Malibu.  $10

CLASSIC DINER MUG  The same mug we’ve 
been using since we first opened our doors in 
1971!  White (shown), Sunset Pink, Moody Blue, 
Red, Early Sun, Green.  $10

Brennan
   the lab-mix
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Opposite page:  
MENS VINTAGE PULLOVER HOODIE   
Our super soft mid-weight hoodies features 
cuffed sleeves and hem, kangaroo style 
pocket.  Washed for that broken-in feel we 
know you love. Novelty print on back and left 
chest.  Patch at hem.  Classic Fit.  Imported. 
(M1021)  S-XXL.  State Green with nauti-
cal graphic (shown), Stonewash with sport 
graphic.  $68 

This page:  
LADIES VINTAGE CREWNECK   Plush 
terry fleece interior combined with classic 
crewneck styling and cool vintage novelty 
prints.  Full chest print, patch at hem.  Classic 
Fit.  Imported. (L1030) XS-XL. BD Navy 
Heather with sunrise graphic (shown), Palest 
Pink with nautical graphic. $54
LADIES BEACHFRONT TRACKSHORT   
These easy fit, lightweight shorts are per-
fect for all your summer activities.  Draw-
string waist.   Hip pockets.  Embroidered 
logo.  Classic Fit.  Imported. (L1035) XS-XL. 
Blush. $42
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MENS ANTHEM BROWNWELL SHIRT   
Made for us by Flag & Anthem, this 
laundered short sleeve shirt has a cool mini 
palm tree and classic woody car pattern. 
Contrast fabric at placket. Single chest pock-
et with button closure with embroidered 
logo.  Imported. (M960)  XS-XXL.  $58

LADIES HERRING COVE TANK  
Extended Sizing!  This easy-fitting cotton tee features 
a flattering curved hem and a stylish flutter sleeve 
opening. Classic Fit.  Imported. (L869)  XXS-XXL.  Blush 
with sunrise dog print (shown), Dusk with boho dog print, 
Barely Blue with floral print.  $26 

MENS VINTAGE CARGO SHORT    
Equally soft but tough, these brushed 
cotton shorts feature full cargo pockets as 
well as side zip and front slash pockets for 
lots of storage. Black Dog label embroi-
dered above back right pocket. Imported. 
Classic Fit. (M1003) 30-40. Mulberry 
(shown), Dark Khaki. $64

MENS VINTAGE PULLOVER HOODIE   Our super soft 
mid-weight hoodie features cuffed sleeves and hem, 
kangaroo style pocket.  Washed for that broken-n feel 
we know you love. Novelty print on back and left chest.  
Patch at hem.  Classic Fit.  Imported. (M1021)  S-XXL.   
Stonewash with sport graphic.  $68 

LADIES VINTAGE HOODED JEAN JACKET  
Extended Sizing!  Everyone’s favorite classic denim 
jacket silhouette now in our vintage brushed terry 
fabric.  Soft seam details create an easy feminine fit.  
Button pockets at chest, button sleeves and front.  
Classic Fit.  Imported.  (L1026)  XXS-XXL.  Embroidered 
logo at left chest, vintage patch at hip.  Sea Blue 
(shown), Polo Grey.  $68
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 from
 laid back to 
 life on the go 
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LADIES FULL ZIP CADET  The perfect add-on layer over all your tees 
and tanks.  “The Black Dog” text logo printed on left sleeve, distressed 
logo on front chest.  Contrast drawcords at hood. Classic Fit  Imported.  
(L864)  White (shown), Lobster Bisque, BD Navy.  $44.  

LADIES CLASSIC TEE  Our iconic favorite.  100% Ringspun Combed 
Cotton.  (L968)  Polo Grey (shown), Lobster Bisque, Butter, Gulf Stream, 
Fog, Palest Pink.  $28. 

 LADIES COASTLINE TOSSED DOG SHORT  Our comfy terry garment 
washed short in our own allover dog print.  Raw hem and drawstring elastic 
waist.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  (L1036)  XS-XL.  Radish (shown), State 
Green.  $34 

Opposite page:
LADIES CLASSIC SLEEVELESS TEE  Our 100% premium ringspun 
cotton tee fabric in a timeless crewneck, sleeveless style.  Perfect for 
layering or on its own as the weather warms up. Classic Fit.  Imported. 
(L840)  XS-XL.  Classic logo print on front.  White (shown), BD Navy.  $24 

LADIES MIDI SKIRT  The season’s most versatile silhouette.  Our midi-
length skirt features contrast faded red and white stripes at sideseams 
and eases open with gentle vented hem. Elastic waist. Classic Fit.  
Imported. (L1032)  XS-XL.  BD Navy.  $48 

This page: 

LADIES COOL DAYS PULLOVER  Loop terry hooded pullover with 
criss-crossed laced placket. Custom patch at left hem.  Classic Fit.  
Imported. (L1021)  XS-XL.  Navy/white, Clementine/white.  $58 

LARGE STRIPED MARKET TOTE  The perfect lightweight bag to carry-
along to the farmer’s market, beach, or work.  Lightweight striped cotton 
canvas with distressed Black Dog burgee flag print on front, “Life off 
the Leash” down side panels.  Imported.  (X1395)  Natural/Navy (shown), 
Natural/Orange.  $52

 from
 laid back to 
 life on the go 
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This page:
MENS SUNDOWN PULLOVER  Inspired 
by the old surf-style pullovers of the 70s, 
these cozy loop terry hoodies are perfect for 
wearing on the water due to their absorbent 
nature, look equally as cool to wear while 
walking the dog or just hanging out by the 
firepit.  Classic hoodie style with contrast twill 
drawcords and two button placket.  Kangaroo 
style pocket with custom patch.  S-XXL.  
(M876)  Oatmeal.  $62

Opposite page:
LIFE OFF THE LEASH NOVELTY PRINT 
HOODED CADETS 
 Our favorite hooded teeshirt now printed 
with bold novelty graphics.  100% ringspun 
combed cotton.  Pullover hooded style 
with easy open bottom fit.  Classic Fit.  
Imported.
LADIES   (L1012)  Gulf Stream with Dogs 
on the Dock print (shown), Tide Green with 
Nautical print.  XS-XL.  $46
MENS  (M1023)  Faded Black features 
novelty jeep graphic.  Bay Blue feature 
novelty dogs on dock graphic.  S-XXL.  $48

VINTAGE METAL COOLER   This retro 
style metal cooler will make a statement 
while also keeping your beverages cool all 
day long.  Removable, locking cover, plastic 
inner box.  (X1330)  White.  $112

MENS VINTAGE CARGO SHORT    
Equally soft but tough, these brushed cotton 
shorts feature full cargo pockets as well as 
side zip and front slash pockets for lots of 
storage. Black Dog label embroidered above 
back right pocket. Imported. Classic Fit. 
(M1003) 30-40. Dark Khaki (shown), 
Mulberry. $64
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channeling beachy vibes...

Whiskey
   the Lab-Retriever
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MENS SIESTA KEY QUARTER 
ZIP  Rich tones of textured yarns 
create a irresistible quarter-zip 
style.  Contrast trims.  Logo 
embroidery at chest, custom patch 
at hem.  XS-XXL.  (M1015)  Earth 
(shown), Sea Blue.  $64

MENS ANTHEM GARMENT 
DYED SHORT  Classic flat front 
chino short in a cool, broken-in 
garment washed finish.  28-40.  
(M1963)  Khaki.  $49

YOU’RE DRESSED 
PERFECTLY
Easy going pieces that look great but 
feel like you didn’t even have to try

relax...
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MENS BEACHFRONT SHORTSLEEVE 
SHARK PRINT SHIRT
Crisp cotton button down shirt printed with tonal shark 
pattern. Left chest pocket.  Logo embroidery at left 
chest. Imported.  S-XXL.  (M1030)  Light Grey.  $72

MENS CLASSIC CADET PULLOVER
These easy-fit, tee-inspired styles gives the perfect 
laid-back vibe while keeping their cool on even the most 
humid of summer days.  Distressed logo print on back 
and front chest pocket, text logo down sleeve. 100% 
Ringspun Combed Cotton.  Imported.  Classic Fit.  S-XXL.  
(M759)  State Green (shown), Gulf Stream.  $48

BLACK DOG CLASSIC GLASSWARE
Our etched glassware fits well in the hand for any 
enjoyable sipping experience.  Etched with logo.  
Dishwasher safe.  
1. DOUBLE OLD FASHIONED GLASS  14 oz.  (X1431)  
$16
2.  MARTINI GLASS  10 oz.  (X1429)  $18



16 life off the leash.
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This page:
MENS SHOALS PULLOVER HOODIE  
Classic styling loaded with sharp details that 
make this pullover stand-out.  Contrast hood 
lining and  two-button placket trim.  Heavy-
duty hood drawcords.  Kangaroo pocket. Logo 
applique at left chest.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  
S-XXL.  (M1014)  Polo Grey.  $62

Opposite page:
LADIES BEACHFRONT CREW
You will love the unique nubby texture of 
this easy-fitting crewneck.  Ribbed cuffs 
and hem, drop shoulder styling.  Classic 
logo print at chest.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  
XS-XL.  (L1017)  State Green (shown), 
Blush.  $42

STAINLESS STEEL ETCHED TUMBLER 
Made for us by Tervis®, these are the perfect 
on-the-go tumbler for keeping your favorite 
drinks hot or cold.  
Captains Story (shown below), Swirl (available 
at theblackdog.com).  1.  20 oz. (X1309)  $30.  
2.  (X1310) 30 oz.  $38

LADIES BEACHFRONT TIE SHORT  
Add instant style to your summer 
wardrobe with these lightweight, tie 
front shorts.  Camo print in soft shades 
of green, pink, and tan.  Front pockets, 
cuffed hem.  Logo label at hip.  Classic Fit.  
Imported.  XS-XL.  (L1034)  Camo.  $44

LADIES PREMIUM STRIPED 
BUCKET HAT
Our favorite way to protect eyes and 
face from the sun is in this cute striped 
bucket style hat.  Cotton bucket styling 
with contrast stripe trim and crown.  Logo 
embroidery.  Imported.  OSFA.  (H647)  Grey 
(shown), White, Navy.  $30
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LADIES HERRING COVE TANK  Extended Sizing! This easy-
fitting cotton tee features a flattering curved hem and a stylish 
flutter sleeve opening. Classic Fit.  Imported. (L869)  XXS-XXL.  
Blush with sunrise dog print (shown), Dusk with boho dog print, 
Barely Blue with floral print.  $26 

LADIES COASTLINE SOLID SHORT  Our comfy terry garment 
washed short is perfect for the beach or hanging out at home.  
Raw hem and drawstring elastic waist.  Logo embroidery at 
hem.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  (L1037)  XS-XL.  Stonewash (shown 
above), BD Navy (shown at right).  $34 

LADIES ISLAND DAYS QUARTER ZIP   You will easily fall in 
love with the washed down hues and super-soft cotton terry 
of this island-inspired quarter zip pullover. Contrast pulls and 
trims.  Open bottom hem. Classic Fit.  Imported.  (L856)  XS-XL.  
Butter/Vintage Navy (shown), Lobster Bisque/Melon.  $54

BURGEE SWEATSHIRT BLANKET  Perfect for the beach 
or boat, also makes a great dog blanket!  Printed with our 
nautically inspired burgee logo.  Made of genuine pro-weave 
sweatshirt fleece.  Machine-washable. 54 in. x 84 in. (X1335) 
Royal Heather, Oatmeal.  $39.95
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LADIES LONG BEACH CREWNECK   Extended Sizing!  Made for days by the beach and nights by the 
campfire.  Our French Terry raw edge pullover features cool surf-inspired graphics for that laid-back feel.  
Classic Fit.  Imported.  (L1015)  XXS-XXL.  Butter with stripe logo print (shown), Sandstone with sailboat 
print.  $54
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LADIES LINED HOODIE   
You could steal his tee or you could reach for 
this hooded tee. Offering all the girlish details 
that make it your own like the cute print lined 
hood,  hidden two-button placket, narrow metal 
trimmed drawstring, while the open-bottom 
hem with side slits keep the fit easy. Imported. 
Classic Fit. Imported.  (L1049)  XS-XL.  Butter 
with floral lined Hood (shown), Lobster Bisque 
with stripe lined hood.  $54

This page:
LADIES SUN-UP TIE FRONT CREW
Kick back in this easy fit French Terry 
crewneck with long drop sleeves and 
chic tie-front hem.  Dip-dye color adds to 
this pullover’s appeal.  Printed on front.  
Classic Fit.  Imported.  (L1016)  XS-XL.  
Gulf Stream (shown), Fruit Punch.  $48

Opposite page:
LADIES ISLAND DAYS FULL ZIP   
Classic full zip hoodie style in sun-
washed stripes with contrast drawcords 
and trims.  Kangaroo style pocket.  
Embroidery at left chest, patch at hem.  
Classic Fit  Imported.  (L855)  XS-XL.  
Bay Blue/Barely Blue (shown), Pinwheel/
Polo Grey.  $64

Rescue dogs hold a spot near and dear 

to our hearts.  Many people may not 

know this, The Black Dog’s namesake 

was a rescue herself!  Throughout the 

months of September & March, Black 

Dog General Stores partner with local 

animal shelters for our Annual Dog 

Adoption Month.  During these events, 

adoptable dogs visit our stores in 

hopes of finding their forever homes!  

Since the event kicked off in 2013 

we have been able to help find homes 

for hundreds of adoptable dogs.  Now 

that’s something to “woof” about!  

adopt me!

 Bear
   the rescue
       pup
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Opposite page:
LADIES STRIPED CHAPPY COWLNECK
The perfect French Terry pullover that 
looks as good as it feels on.  Classic yarn 
dyed stripes with stand-out details on turn-
back cuffs and hem vents.  Drawcord at 
cowlneck.  Embroidered left chest.  Classic 
Fit.  Imported.  XS-XL.  (L1014)  Lobster 
Bisque/Ivory, Ivory/Vintage Navy. $64

LADIES LIFE OFF THE LEASH NOVELTY 
PRINT CADET  
Our favorite hooded teeshirt now printed with 
bold novelty graphics.  100% ringspun combed 
cotton.  Pullover hooded style with easy open 
bottom fit.  Classic Fit.  Imported. (L1012)  Tide 
Green with Nautical print (shown), BD Navy with 
Sunrise Dog print, Gulf Stream with Dogs on the 
Dock print.  XS-XL.  $46

This page:

CLASSIC CAMPFIRE MUG  New colors!  We 
call this the campfire mug because we can't 
imagine a more appropriate time to enjoy us-
ing this generously sized mug than a delightful 
evening around the campfire. However, if you 
are more the indoor type, this mug is perfectly 
sized for cocoa by the fire or even a hot cup 
of chowder. Printed on both sides with our 
classic Black Dog logo. Speckled detailing 
adds to this mugs rustic appeal. Dishwasher/
microwave safe. Holds 15 oz.  (X108)  Shown 
clockwise from top:  Sand, Aqua, Coral.  $12
Additional colors available at theblackdog.com
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LADIES LIFE OFF THE LEASH NOVELTY PRINT CADET  
Our favorite hooded teeshirt now printed with bold novelty graphics.  
100% ringspun combed cotton.  Pullover hooded style with easy open 
bottom fit.  Classic Fit.  Imported. (L1012)  BD Navy with Sunrise Dog 
print (shown), Gulf Stream with Dogs on the Dock print, Tide Green with 
Nautical print.  XS-XL.  $46

LADIES CLASSIC CREWNECK RASHGUARD
The perfect sun-protective layer for on the beach and in the water.     
Incredibly lightweight with the perfect amount of coverage for over a 
swimsuit or on it’s own.  Ombre dip dye pattern adds to its appeal.  UV 30 
protection.  Classic Fit.  Imported. (L1022)  White.  XS-XL.  $54

LADIES COASTLINE SOLID SHORT  Our comfy terry garment 
washed short is perfect for the beach or hanging out at home.  Raw 
hem and drawstring elastic waist.  Logo embroidery at hem.  Classic 
Fit.  Imported.  (L1037)  XS-XL.  BD Navy (shown), Stonewash.  $34 

BD CLASSIC HARBORSIDE BOAT TOTE   Our go-to bag for work 
or a weekend getaway.  Classic heavy-duty canvas body with contrast 
trims and genuine leather handles.   Imported.  (X1289)  Natural/Lob-
ster Bisque, Natural/Stonewash.  $58 
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LADIES CLASSIC VNECK DRESS
Extended Sizing! The go-anywhere dress you need this 
season!  Throw it on over your swimsuit on the weekend, 
wear it under your favorite denim jacket while running errands 
during the week.  Falls just above knee.  Logo embroidery at 
hem. Classic Fit.  Imported. (L1028)  Beach Rose (shown), 
Polo Grey.  XXS-XXL.  $42
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LADIES BEACHFRONT BAJA HOODIE
This relaxed, textured cotton pullover will instantly 
transport you to island time.  Raw edge stitching adds to 
its beachy feel.   Wide hood with vneck and bell sleeves.  
Kangaroo front pocket, hi-low hem.  Embroidery at left 
chest, patch on pocket.  Classic Fit.  Imported. (L1020)  
BD Navy (shown), Oatmeal.  XS-XL.  $58

for all the 
ways you 
summer...
From breezy fits to bold prints & colors, 
we’ve got a style for every way you 
welcome the warmer days ahead
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LADIES BEACH FRONT COWLNECK  
You will reach for this easy-going french terry cowlneck all season 
long.  Drawstring cowlneck, vented hem.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  
(L844)  Flamingo/White.  XS-XL. $64

LADIES BEACHFRONT RACERBACK TANK 
This easy cotton tank features a scoop neck and longer hi-low hem.  
Racerback style.  (L1005)  BD Navy with surf swirl print (shown), 
White with distressed dog logo print.  XS-XL.  $28.

BLACK DOG 
CLASSIC 
GLASSWARE
Our etched glassware 
in the perfect 
shapes to enhance 
and highlight flavor.  
Etched with logo.  
Dishwasher safe.  
1. CABERNET GLASS  
(X1427)  19 oz.  $18
2.  CHARDONNAY 
GLASS  (X1428)  
16 oz.  $16
3.  STEMLESS  
(X1430)  21 oz.  $16
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MENS CLASSIC NAVIGATOR   Lightweight terry fabric and 
classic quarter-zip styling make this pullover a year-round staple.  
Contrast ribbon trims and zipper tape and the cool sailing burgee 
applique at chest add to its timeless appeal.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  
(M1010)  Vintage Navy.  S-XXL.  $68

MENS BEACHFRONT SLUB POLO   This premium slub-cotton 
polo keeps things cool but still looking sharp all season long. Classic 
three button placket with logo embroidery at chest.  Classic Fit.  
Imported.  (M1036)  Seafoam (shown), Tidal Blue.  S-XXL.  $64

MENS BEACHFRONT FISH SHORT  A unique way to dress up 
your summer wardrobe while still looking totally pulled together.  
Classic flat front chino shorts with side and back pocket.  Allover 
tonal shark print with embroidered logo patch on back.  Classic Fit.  
Imported.  (M1029)  Navy.  30-40.  $68
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MENS BD OUTFITTERS PLAID 
TECH SHIRT   This lightweight tex-
tured plaid shirt easily transitions from 
a day out on the water to dockside 
cocktails at the bar.  Moisture-wicking 
and quick-dry with UPF 30 protection.  
Classic Fit. (M1034) Tidal Blue.  S-XXL.  
$74

MENS BD OUTFITTERS FISHING 
SHORT   Super-soft , high-stretch, 
quick-dry fabric make these comfort-
able shorts your go-to for wherever 
your next adventure takes you.  Classic 
Fit. (M955) Black (shown), Fatigue, 
Dusk.  32-40.  $64

Well-designed styles that stand 
up to outdoor adventures while 

getting you dockside right on time

from the dock
straight to dinner

Gilligan
     the Bernese-Hound mix
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MENS BD OUTFITTERS 
LONGSLEEVE TUNA TECH 
TEE
Our 100% poly longsleeve tee is 
perfect for a day on the water 
or under the sun.  Wicking, 
quick-dry, and breathable with 
UV protection of 30.  Custom 
sublimated tuna print runs front 
and back, classic Black Dog logo 
printed on back. Classic Fit.  
Imported. (M957)  S-XXL.  White.  
$56

MENS BD OUTFITTERS 
FISHING SHORT   Super-soft, 
high-stretch, quick-dry fabric 
make these comfortable shorts 
your go-to for wherever your next 
adventure takes you.  Classic Fit. 
(M955) Black (shown), Fatigue, 
Dusk.  32-40.  $64
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MENS OUTFITTER FISHING SHIRT  
The classic good looks of your favorite chambray shirt 
with the light weight and wicking qualities of a hard 
working tech shirt.  Contrast color stitch details, front 
button-through pockets.  Logo embroidery at left chest 
and inside hem placket. Classic Fit.  Imported. (M852)  
S-XXL. Radish (shown), Denim.  $68

MENS BD OUTFITTERS HOODED RASHGUARD 
100% poly longsleeve hoodie is perfect for a day of 
outdoor adventure. Wicking, quick-dry, and breathable 
with UV protection of 30.  Black Dog custom print at 
chest and on left sleeve.  Front and chest zip pockets.. 
Classic Fit.  Imported. (M1033)  S-XXL.   White.  $68

BIG DOG AND TOP DOG SOFT COOLERS 
Designed to outlast your adventure! Our latest cooler 
delivers up to 36 hours of cold storage so you do not have 
go without a cold drink anywhere. Made from heavyweight 
tarpaulin fabric and ultra- thick, food-safe PEVA lining.  Front 
velcro pocket, side mesh pockets, top tie-down straps.  
Adjustable shoulder strap and velcro hand-held straps.
1. BIG DOG COOLER  9.5 in x 9.5 in. x 15 in.  (X1436)  $64
2. TOP DOG COOLER  14 in x 14 in. x 19.5 in.  (X1437)  $98
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INTRODUCING 
THE SOFTEST STYLES 
UNDER THE SUN -

Our new Classic Cuddler Collection 
has an unbelievable cozy & luxurious 
feel that you will want to live in.

oh so soft
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LADIES CLASSIC CUDDLER FULL ZIP 
Our softest jersey knit yet!  This cozy yet 
lightweight full zip dresses up a simple tank 
or tee and feels heavenly against the skin.  
Classic Fit.  Imported. Tonal embroidery at left 
chest.  (L1023)  Polo Grey (shown), Black.  XS-
XL.  $58

Opposite page:

LADIES CLASSIC CUDDLER CAPRI
Our favorite capris to toss on after a day at 
the beach.  Add a cute tank and sandals, and 
you will be ready to go!  Elastic drawstring 
waist, loose leg style.  Classic Fit.  Imported. 
Tonal embroidery.  (L1043)  Black.  XS-XL.  
$42

LADIES CLASSIC CUDDLER CREWNECK 
In our softest jersey knit, this cute pullover is 
equally chic and cozy.   Classic Fit.  Imported. 
Tonal embroidery at center chest.  (L1025)  
Dark Rose (shown), Polo Grey.  XS-XL.  $48

LADIES BEACHFRONT RACERBACK 
TANK 
This easy cotton tank features a scoop 
neck and longer hi-low hem.  Racerback 
style.  (L1005)  White with distressed dog 
logo print (shown), BD Navy with surf swirl 
print.  XS-XL.  $28.

This page:
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100% ORGANIC COTTON

pure
 vintage
With a casual, lived-in feel, in colors 
inspired by nature, you can’t help but 
feel good every time you put it on.
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Eco-friendly styles designed for 
your comfort in body & mind

make a difference 

VINTAGE PURE COLLECTION   Washed down hues in 100% 
Organic Slub Cotton.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  
Opposite page:  1. LADIES SLEEVELESS TEE  Exposed seam 
details and rounded hem. Logo at left chest (L1007)  XS-XL.  
Sandstone (shown), Vintage Navy.  $28.  This page:  2.  LADIES 
CREW TEE  Classic crewneck style with gently rounded hem. 
Logo at hem.  (L1010)  XS-XL.  Blush (shown), Butter.  $34.  
3.  MENS LONGSLEEVE TEE  Classic longsleeve crewneck 
tee. Logo at left chest (M1017)  S-XXL.  Sea Blue (shown), 
Earth.  $46.  4.  MENS SHORTSLEEVE HENLEY  Three 
button henley style with logo chest pocket.  (M1018)  S-XXL.  
Sandstone (shown), Gulfstream.  $42

Opposite page: LADIES COASTLINE TOSSED DOG CAPRI
Wide leg garment washed terry capri in our own allover dog print.  
Drawstring elastic waist.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  (L1038)  XS-XL.  
State Green (shown), Radish.  $42
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timeless stars & stripes

Bear

Gilligan
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USA SPIRIT SHORTSLEEVE TEE  Make a bold statement in our 
spirited Americana tee. 100% cotton tee.  Imported. Vintage Navy.
1.  MENS  (M1037)  S-XXL. $28
2.  LADIES  (L1060)  XS-XL. $28
3.  KIDS  (K658)  XS-XL. $24
4.  LIL KIDS  (B410)  6-12m, 12-18m, 2T, 3T, 4T. $20

HOME COUNTRY SHORTSLEEVE TEE  Vintage USA print map with 
flag filled dog logo.  100% cotton tee.  Imported. Oatmeal Heather
1.  MENS  (M1046)  S-XXL. $28
2.  LADIES  (L1058)  XS-XL. $28
3.  KIDS  (K657)  XS-XL. $24
4.  LIL KIDS  (B409)  6-12m, 12-18m, 2T, 3T, 4T. $20

MENS CLASSIC 2020 TEE  Our iconic favorite.  100% Ringspun Combed 
Cotton.  (A183)  S-XXXL. Lobster Bisque (shown), Bay Blue, Barely Blue, Tide 
Green, Polo Grey, White.  $28

LADIES FREE SPIRIT TEE  Lightweight crewneck cotton tee with raw hems 
and hand--dyed pattern at neckline.  Each tee is unique!  Tonal logo print at chest, 
custom patch at hem.  (L1108)  XS-XL. BD Navy (shown), Faded Pink.   $34

DOGGIE AMERICANA TEE   100% premium pre-shrunk ringspun 
combed cotton with flag filled dog logo on back. (D258) XS (Up to 7 
lbs.), S (8-12 lbs.), M (12-25 lbs), L (26-40 lbs.), XL (41-60 lbs.), XXL (61-
80 lbs.).  Polo Grey.  $18

Life off the Leash Entry
Maggie

Black Lab/Whippet • Torrington, CT
“Maggie is the most lovable sweet girl. She loves every-
one and every dog and lives for belly rubs! She is most 

happy when running outside!!”

AMERICANA DOG COLLARS & LEASHES
Made in the USA, our dog collars and leashes are made using only the 
toughest materials.  Shown top to bottom:   
A. AMERICAN D-RING MARTINGALE COLLAR & BUNGEE LEAD  
(D265)  Small (10”-14”), Medium (13”–20”), Large (18”–26”). $30  
MATCHING BUNGEE LEAD (D260) $48 
B. PAWS AND STARS WEB COLLAR WITH METAL BUCKLE & LEAD   
(D278)  Small (10”-14”), Medium (13”–20”), Large (18”–26”). $32  
MATCHING LEAD (D279) $32 
C. UP ISLAND DOG AND STAR RIBBON COLLAR & LEAD   (D280)  
X-Small (6–12”), Small (9”–15”), Medium (12”–18”), Large (15”–21”), 
X-Large (18”–24”). $26  MATCHING LEAD (D281) $32

Mac
the Maltese-Yorkie-
     Papillon mix
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Our must-have styles are made to keep up 
with all their great kid summer adventures

Summer Fun
Essentials
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KIDS MERMAID STRIPE SHORT SLEEVE TEE  Our soft cot-
ton slub tee has tonal stripes, a feminine neckline, and features 
an all over sequin Black Dog.  Imported. Classic Fit. (K537) XS-XL. 
Polo Grey, BD Navy/Daffodil Stripe.  $26

KIDS BEACHFRONT RASHGUARDS  Keep kids perfectly 
protected from the sun in our new classic rashguards.  UV 30 pro-
tection.  Imported. Classic Fit.  XS-XL.  1.  FISH CAMMO (K639).  
2.  OMBRE DYE (K640)  $38

KIDS CLASSIC CADET  updated fit!  Easy-fit, tee inspired 
hoodie.  Chest pocket with logo print, logo print on back, text logo 
printed on sleeve.  Imported.  Classic Fit.  XS-XL.  (K644)  Bay 
Blue, Lobster Bisque.  $38

KIDS SEA DOG TEE   This popular over-sized long sleeve pullover 
makes a bold statement in bright colors and prints. Sporty seamed 
detail at chest, “The Black Dog, Life off the Leash” printed across 
the back, classic logo at left chest. 100% Cotton. Imported. Roomy 
Fit. (K561) XS-XL. Lavender.  $32

LIL KIDS FULL ZIP CADET  The perfect lightweight layer to 
always keep on hand.  Chest logo print, logo print on back, text logo 
printed on sleeve.  Imported.  Classic Fit. (B403)  0-6M, 6-12M, 12-
18M, 2T, 3T, 4T.  BD Navy (shown), Fruit Punch.  $32

LIL KIDS GREAT WHITE LONGSLEEVE TEE  Our favorite 
super-soft cotton tee features our classic logo filled with colorful 
sharks (plus a couple great white ones!).  Imported.  Classic Fit. 
(B414)  0-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 4T.  Tide Green.  $24
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First worn by our Tavern Crew in the early 70’s,  our customers now send us photos of this tee 

being worn to celebrate their life off the leash moments - travels, weddings, births, reunions, 

and more - from all over the world!  Custom-made just for us in 100% premium ringspun combed 

cotton, this is the tee you will reach for again and again.

THE CLASSICS COLLECTION

the one that started it all...
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CLASSIC MV 2020 DATED SHORTSLEEVE TEE
Classic Black Dog logo on the front, “The Black Dog, Martha’s Vineyard 2020” printed on 
the back.
1. MENS (A183) S-XXXL. White, Polo Grey, Lobster Bisque (shown above), Bay Blue, Barely 
Blue, Tide Green.  $28    
2. LADIES    (L968) XS-XXL. Fog (shown above), Gulfstream (shown right), Butter, Lobster 
Bisque, Palest Pink, Polo Grey.  $28
3. KIDS (K636) XS-XL. Gulfstream (shown above), Tide, Lobster Bisque, Palest Pink, Polo 
Grey.  $24 
4. LIL KIDS (B380) 6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 4T.  Opposite page, shown left to right:  
Gulfstream, Butter, Tide, Lobster BIsque, Palest Pink, Polo Grey.  $20
5.  CLASSIC TEE FOR DOGS  (D152) XS (Up to 7 lbs.), S (8-12 lbs.), M (12-25 lbs), L (26-
40 lbs.), XL (41-60 lbs.), XXL (61-80 lbs.). 
Lobster Bisque (shown), Polo Grey.  $18

100% PREMIUM RINGSPUN COMBED COTTON  • PRESHRUNK FOR A PERFECT FIT 

EVERY TIME  • SIDE-SEAMED TO PREVENT TWISTING, TORQUING, & TUGGING  • 

CUSTOM COLORS DYED EXCLUSIVELY FOR US • OUR UNIQUE PRINTING PROCESS 

CREATES A SOFT-TO-THE-TOUCH-PRINTED LOGO

Dodge
the Lab-Mix

Lily
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The unsurpassed quality, comfort, and 
warmth of these iconic sweatshirts 
have made them a favorite for nearly 
50 years.

THE LEGACY COLLECTION

following
tradition
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Nearly 50 years ago, we were called 

upon by our Tall Ship Crew to create 

a sweatshirt that could stand up to 

the rigors of sailing New England’s 

unpredictable waters.   And while 

we’ve seen changes come and go 

through the years, the one thing that 

has remained a constant is our Super 

Heavy Weight Sweatshirt.   Offering the 

same timeless details, fleecy warmth, 

unmistakable weight,  comfort, and 

durability that has made them not only 

a fan favorite, but very likely the best 

sweatshirt you’ll ever own. 

FROM HUMBLE 
BEGINNINGS...

LEGACY SUPER HEAVYWEIGHT SWEATSHIRTS
Extended Sizing!  Our most iconic sweatshirt 
collection.  Classic Black Dog Logo on front. “The 
Black Dog, ESTD. 1971” on the back. 80% Cotton, 
20% Poly. 540 grams.  Imported.  Roomy Fit. Unisex 
sizing, so ladies please order down 1 to 2 sizes 
depending on fit preference.  Available in sizes XS-
XXXL.

Shown on opposite page:
CLASSIC FISHERMAN  Open neck with stand-up 
collar & drawcord.  Kangaroo pocket.  (A094)  State 
Green (shown), Island Red, Polo Grey.  $74. 
Shown on this page:
CREWNECK  Quickly becoming one of our favorite 
heavy weight styles. (A095) Vintage Navy (shown), 
Polo Grey. $64.
HOODIE  Generous jersey lined hood & kangaroo 
pocket.  (A063) Sea Blue (shown), Island Red, Polo 
Grey, State Green.  $74.
Not shown:
APPLIQUÉ FISHERMAN  Our iconic stand-up collar 
pullover with custom appliqué design work on front.  
Kangaroo pocket.  (A064)  Oatmeal, Vintage Navy.  
$74.

LADIES CLASSIC FISHERMAN   Classic weight 
sweatshirt with stylish stand-up collar with faux 
drawcord, kangaroo pocket and cuffed sleeves and 
hem.  Double brushed for buttery softness.  Classic 
logo printed on front, text logo on back, small logo at 
sleeve cuff.  Classic Fit.  Imported. (L893)  Polo Grey 
(shown), Blush.  XS-XXL. $56
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LADIES CLASSIC FULL ZIP    Featuring a higher-
than-average zippered neck to keep chills at bay. 
Kangaroo pockets and lightly lined hood.  Classic logo 
at left chest.  “The Black Dog, ESTD. 1971” printed 
on back. 80% Cotton, 20% Polyester. Classic Fit.  
Imported. (L758) XS-XXL. Black (shown below, left), 
Polo Grey. $62

LADIES CLASSIC CREWNECK    Traditional crew-
neck styling in our signature double-brushed fleece 
makes it extra cozy.  Classic logo on the front, "The 
Black Dog, ESTD. 1971" on back. 80% Cotton, 20% 
Polyester. Classic Fit.  Imported. (L320) XS-XXL. Sea 
Blue (shown), Polo Grey, Lobster Bisque, Butter. $52

LADIES COASTLINE TOSSED DOG JOGGER
Extended Sizing! Garment washed cuffed terry jogger 
in our own allover dog print.  Drawstring elastic waist.  Hip 
pockets.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  (L1041)  XXS-XXL.  Earth.  
$44

Whiskey
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LADIES CLASSIC HOODIE    The  essential hoodie 
to reach for on a chilly evening or just chilling on the 
sofa. In our signature double-brushed fleece with 
a lightly-lined hood and kangaroo pocket. Classic 
logo on chest and sleeve, "The Black Dog, ESTD. 
1971" printed on the back.  80% Cotton, 20% 
Poly.  Classic Fit.  Imported. (L242) XS-XXL. Blush 
(shown), Butter, Vintage Navy, Gulf Stream, Polo 
Grey. $58

Our favorite layer for boat rides, dog 
walks, & firepit gatherings.  Made 
from the softest double-brushed 
fleece, these sweatshirts will become 
your everyday go-to from one season 
to the next.

LEGENDARY SOFTNESS. 
FOREVER CLASSIC  

Lucy
    the English Spaniel
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Not shown:
CREWNECK  Classic crewneck with ribbed trims 
and “v” insert at neck. (K650) XS-XL. Polo Grey, 
Lobster Bisque, Sea Blue, Butter.  $44

HOODIE   Generous lined hood with oversized 
kangaroo style pocket.  (K652) XS-XL. Palest 
Pink (shown, this page), State Green (shown op-
posite page, top), Vintage Navy, Polo Grey.  $48

KIDS CLASSIC SWEATSHIRTS
Our kid’s sweatshirts are super soft and cozy, 
yet rugged enough for even the most active kid. 
Classic logo printed on front, “The Black Dog, 
ESTD. 1971” on the back. 80% Cotton, 20% Poly. 
Classic Fit.  Imported.   

FULL ZIP  Perfect layering piece from one 
season to the next.  Full zip styling with kangaroo 
pocket on front. (K651) XS-XL. Black (shown 
opposite page, bottom), Polo Grey, Blush. $48

FISHERMAN   Our favorite “fisherman” silhou-
ette now available in kid’s sizing.  Stand-up, open 
collar, kangaroo style pocket on front.  (K631)  
XS-XL.  Lobster Bisque (shown), Bay Blue, Polo 
Grey.  $46

Piper
   the Golden Retriever
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CREWNECK  Classic crewneck styling with rib 
trims at neck, cuffs, and hem.  Classic logo on 
front. (B027) 0-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 4T.  
Palest Pink (shown), Sea Blue, Polo Grey.  $30

little
wanderers
OUR GO-TO SWEATSHIRTS 
FOR LITTLE ONES WHO ARE 
ALWAYS ON THE GO!
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PULLOVER   Three snap buttons at front placket allow 
for easy dressing.  Kangaroo style pock-
et on front.  Classic Dog logo printed 
at left chest and cute pawprints 
printed on both sleeves.  (B375)  
0-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 
4T.  Polo Grey (shown), BD Navy, 
Lobster Bisque.  $32  

FULL ZIP  Adorable paw prints up and down the 
sleeves, logo at left chest and "The Black Dog, 
est. 1971" printed on the back. (B029) 0-6M, 
6-12M, 12-18M, 2T, 3T, 4T.  Gulf Stream (shown), 
Lobster Bisque, Polo Grey.  $34

      LIL KIDS CLASSIC SWEATSHIRTS
Little ones will love snuggling up in our supersoft 
fleece sweatshirts.  80% Cotton, 20% Poly. Classic Fit.  
Imported.   

LARGE BARKING PUPPY  
This fluffy little pup looks just like our 
mascot, complete with white patches 
of fur and red collar.  A gentle 
squeeze to its tummy creates a 
puppy bark.  (X1351)  $18

Life off the Leash Entry
SOPHIE

Lab • Quincy, MA
“Sophie 6 month old black lab 

exploring her new favorite place 
the Cape ”
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UP ISLAND COLLECTION  Made in the USA, our colorful custom collars are made 
for comfort with a plastic buckle and brass D-Ring. 1 in. wide.  Leash measures 6 
ft. long with loop handle.  Shown below top to bottom:   A. COLLAR  (shown top 
to bottom) Shark (D288), Flower Power (D284), Burgee & Paw (D290), Rainbow 
(D286), Shamrock (D282)  X-Small (6–12”), Small (9”–15”), Medium (12”–18”), Large 
(15”–21”), X-Large (18”–24”). $26.  
B. 6 FT. LEASH Shark (D289), Flower Power (D285), Burgee & Paw (D291), 
Rainbow (D287), Shamrock (D283)  $32

Additional colors available at theblackdog.com

Many of our crew members are dog owners & we 
care deeply about the safety of our pets.  Our 
leashes and collars  are made with the very best 
buckles & ribbons to withstand hours of walks, 
plays, & cuddles.

BUT ON THE LEASH IS OKAY TOO!

life off the leash...

Life off the Leash Entry
NIKE & DUGOUT “DUG”

Labrador Retrievers • Vemon, CT
“Nike and her new little brother Dug are ready to 
head home to sleep after swimming all day at the 
lake! This was one of the first days these two met 
and they have been best friends ever since.  They 
love hiking, swimming, playing, chewing bones and 

especially “life off the leash”!”
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BD D-RING COLLAR & BUNGEE LEASH  Adjustable ribbon collar op-
tions either as a standard collar or as a limited-slip collar. 6ft  long bungee 
style leash. Made in the USA. 1. COLLAR  Jeep (D261), Dog & Shark 
(D263), Reflective Pink (shown), Reflective Red (D012), Sunrise (D227).  
Small (10”-14”), Medium (13”–20”), Large (18”–26”). $30   2.  LEASH  Jeep 
(D262), Dog & Shark (D264), Reflective Pink (shown), Reflective Red 
(D013), Sunrise (D228).  $48 

“FOUND MY ANIMAL” 
DIP DYED ROPE 
COLLAR & LEAD   
These beautiful 
artisan-made collars & 
leads are made with 
marine-grade rope, 
brass, and leather. Each 
piece is hand-made in 
the USA & is unique 
in color and pattern.  
Brass charm embossed  
with logo. A portion of 
the proceeds from the 
sales of these items will 
be donated to animal 
rescue organizations  1. 
COLLAR  (D297)  Tie 
Dye (shown far left), 
Red/White/Blue (shown 
on Albie).  Small (10-13 
in), Medium (12.5-15 
in.), Large (15-18 in.), X 
Large (19-22.5 in.)  $64  
2. LEAD  (D298)  Tie 
Dye, Red/White/Blue.  
$68

EMBOSSED LEATHER COLLAR AND LEASH  This sharp looking collar 
features our classic logo embossed onto 100% genuine natural leather. 
Solid cast brass buckle and ring in Old English Brass finish won’t rust or 
corrode.  Made in USA.  Neck Size (in) Collar Size:  Small 14 to 18, Medium 
18 to 22, Large 22 to 26.  Brown.  1.  1 IN. COLLAR  (D249)  $44.  2.  
1.25 IN. COLLAR  (D250)  $44. 3.  4 FT. LEASH  (D251)  $48.      

NYLON DOG COLLAR & LEASH  1.  COLLAR   Features our Black Dog logo 
on a metal buckle.  Shown middle left, top to bottom:  Tie Dye (D266), Oh 
My Dog (D272), Sunflower (D270), Green Plaid (D268)  $32.  2.  LEAD  Tie 
Dye (D267), Oh My Dog (D273), Sunflower (D271), Green Plaid (D269)  $32 

Woody

Albie
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DOG PHOTO CONTEST

life off the leash

We had so much fun after our first “Life off the 

Leash” catalog photo contest, that we couldn’t resist 

bringing it back for our Summer Catalog! Judging from 

the amount of submissions we received, it’s easy to 

see how much our dog pals mean to our families! It 

was so hard to pick just one, but we finally made our 

decision.  Let’s put our paws together for Josie the 

Labrador from Boston, MA!  Josie loves exploring 

and as demonstrated in our cover photo, occasionally 

taking the wheel while doing so!  

Choosing one photo is never easy, so we’ve included 

several photos through the pages of this catalog and 

also a collage of all our contest entries!  Can you find 

your favorite pup??  Woof!

Life off the Leash Entry
MOLLIE & QUINN C

English Yellow Labs• North Port, FL
Mollie is 10 & loves dock diving, swimming 
& finding the sunny spot to take a snooze.  

She & her two sisters, QuinnC (pictured 
here) & Emma are all rough & tumble girls, 

but do love to dress in their Black Dog 
Collars and Bandannas at all times !
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BLACK DOG “BESTIES” KNOTTED DOG TOY   We are proud to partner 
with Hugglehound® to bring you our exclusive brand new “Besties” Collection. 
These tough dog toys are made of with their own durable, double layer Tuffut 
Technology® which can withstand 100# of tugging and pulling.  Each knotted 
toy dog features our mascot’s signature white markings and red collar.  Internal 
squeakers will keep your pup playing for hours!   Plus, a portion of the proceeds 
from the sales of our entire “Besties” Collection will be donated to NEADS 
World Class Service Dogs, along with partnering First Responder organizations 
and Animal Shelters.  For more information, please visit theblackdog.com.  
Shown clockwise from top:  (D223) Blaze Firefighter,  (D224) K9 Cop (D226), 
Bestie Rescue Pup, (D225) Service Dog Chantey.   $25

SHELTER-U BLANKET    
*Buy one, gift one!  Made for 
us exclusively by Beantown 
Blankets®, these waterproof 
reversible blankets offer 
cozy protection in the 
car, on furniture, or while 
crate training.  Reverses 
from cozy fleece to 
waterproof poly.  50in. 
x 60 in. (X1347)  
Black/White.  $48
 *For each blanket 
sold we will donate 
a blanket to one 
of our partnering 
animal shelters.
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ORBEE DOG TOYS Washable, non-toxic, durable, floatable, & smell like mint.  
Orbee’s renowned tough non-toxic material that can stand up to the strongest 
jaws! Blue, Green, Pink, Red  1. LARGE DOG BONE  (D020) 8 in. long. $18.  2. 
SMALL DOG BONE (D019) 5 in. long. $12 .  3.  ORBEE BALL (D049)  $12

ALL NATURAL DOG BONES  Made locally for us in three flavors and two sizes 
to please all kinds of dogs. In resealable poly bag. 1. 32 MINI BONES (D107)  
Bacon, Cheese, Peanut Butter.   $6.95.  2. 20 LARGE BONES (D106)  Bacon, 
Cheese, Peanut Butter.  $9.95. 

BANDANNA  Dress up your totes, hair, or pups with these stylish 
bandannas.  (X1293) 
1. Tossed Dog icon print. Beach Rose, Tide Green.  2. Tossed Dogs & Anchor 
print. Red (shown), Malibu.  $10

Woody
Louie

Albie

Whiskey
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Life off the Leash Entry
BAILEY

Chocolate Lab • Shelton, CT
“Bailey is 12 this May. She will 
not go into water and hates 

baths but loves the hose in the 
summer!”

DOG SHAMPOO, BALM, & SPRAY  Brought to us by our partner, Simply 
Harleys, this dog-care line is made with all-natural, eco-friendly, therapeutic 
ingredients.  Ingredients for all products available on our website.  
1.  SHAMPOO  A gentle shampoo made of pure essential oils.  8oz.  (D174)  
$18   2.  PAW & NOSE BALM  A soothing balm to protect dog’s paws and 
nose from cold, ice, salt, heat, & sand.  2oz. tin (D175) $14    3.  FRESHEN 
UP DOG SPRAY  An all natural spray to keep your pup smelling fresh, even 
when he isn’t!   8oz. spray.  Lemongrass (D181), Sweet Orange (D181)  $16.

WATERPROOF REFLECTIVE DOG COLLAR   Poly-coated 
nylon strapping is heavy-duty, durable, waterproof, and odor-
resistant.  Reflective stripe offers superior visibility in low-
light conditions.  Sizes S-XL.  (D276) Blue, Pink.  $32 

Louie
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West Wareham, MA 02576
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EMAIL:  Sign up for emails & special promotions at theblackdog.com 
VISIT OUR MOBILE FRIENDLY SITE: Shop anytime at theblackdog.com 
FIND A BLACK DOG GENERAL STORE:  Visit theblackdog.com/locations

FREE STANDARD SHIPPING  on orders over $100
Order online at theblackdog.com, call us toll-free at 800-626-1991, or visit one of our 25+ Black Dog General Stores.

FREE GIFT WITH PURCHASE
Receive a Classic Canvas Totebag for Free with your purchase of $150 or more.  See insert for more details.

RECYCLED FIREHOSE TOYS  Made of super-
durable, non-toxic recycled firehose, these toys 
squeak, float, fly, and are made for a long day 
of play.  Because these are custom made for 
us, trim patterns will vary. Made in the U.S.A.  
1.  SQWUGGIE TUG TOY (D094)  Red, Orange, 
Yellow, Blue.  $14.95  2.  FREQUENT FLYER 
(D095)  Blue, Red, Yellow, Orange.  $24.95  
3.  “X” FLYER TOY (D183)  Blue, Red, Yellow, 
Orange.  $19.95  4.  DOUBLE TUG TOY (D182)  
Blue, Red, Yellow, Orange.  $19.95

Life off the Leash Entry
Annie

Labrador • Middletown, RI
“She loves to swim!”

Share your #lifeofftheleash moments with us 
@theblackdogmv on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram


